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Modern business depends on safely connecting many different
types of users (including mobile workers, office staff, partners, and
customers) to all the data sources they need to get their jobs done.
Ongoing advances in cloud computing, mobility, and other disruptive
technologies create new ways to move your business forward.
Taking advantage of these new technologies is challenging. Insider
threats (both accidental and malicious) and targeted attacks make
data compromises all but inevitable, while a patchwork of security
products create work for overtaxed and under-resourced
security teams.
We bring a new approach to security – safeguarding your users, data
and networks against insiders and outsiders, throughout the entire
threat lifecycle. We protect your data everywhere – in the cloud, on
the road and in the office. We protect what’s most important to you.

SIMPLIFIED COMPLIANCE, BETTER DECISIONS,
STREAMLINED SECURITY
Forcepoint helps simplify compliance, improve
decision-making, and streamline security. Our
modular, end-to-end solutions eliminate the waste
of managing a patchwork of point products and the
avalanche of data they produce. We automate routine
tasks, empowering your technology professionals to
focus on innovation rather than being distracted by
threats or breaches.
A HERITAGE OF PROTECTION
Forcepoint combines commercial agility and deep
governmental expertise, giving us more than 90
years of innovation and experience in making the
world a safer place. More than 20,000 customers
around the world rely on us to detect and defeat their
most determined insider and outsider threats.
FORCEPOINT IS DIFFERENT
Like no other company, we bring together years
of experience and the financial commitment
necessary to build and deliver sophisticated,
integrated systems. We turn expertise gained on the
harshest cyber frontlines into efficient, easy-to-use
commercial products. Organizations around the
world rely on Forcepoint to reduce risk and handle
threats so they can focus their full attention on what
matters most to them.
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We protect what’s
most important
to you.

Forcepoint™ Forward Without Fear

Protect your data throughout the
threat lifecycle

In the Cloud, on the road, in the office
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Faster, More Accurate Insights

Aggregate and analyze information from across
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Rapid Resumption of Normal

Use rich context to drive remediation processes
more effectively and efficiently
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A unified, cloud-centric security platform to
safeguard users, data and networks
Forcepoint’s unified, cloud-centric security platform integrates
with your existing infrastructure to help you safeguard your users,
data and networks. Powered by our TRITON® 4D Platform, our ACE
shared security services work closely with our global ThreatSeeker®
Intelligence Cloud to provide up-to-the-moment knowledge of the
latest advanced threats that is shared across our products.
While our products are modular, integrating through our platform
means our solutions can share a common security context, helping
to detect suspicious activity and content sooner. The platform also
provides better insights throughout the network so you take the best
actions to fix breaches and reduce dwell time.
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TRITON 4D PLATFORM

Forcepoint™ Forward Without Fear

Solutions backed by the TRITON 4D Platform
CONTENT SECURITY
Forcepoint enables your employees to safely communicate
and read content received over email, the web and other
channels without being attacked by advanced threats. In
addition, sophisticated Data Loss Prevention, integrated directly
into our security gateways, helps prevent information from
being accidentally or maliciously transmitted to places it
doesn’t belong.
INSIDER THREAT DATA PROTECTION
Every moment, your employees accidentally or intentionally
create opportunities for breaches. Forcepoint lets you monitor
user activity to identify the early warning signs of risky behavior,
then detect and block attempts to move sensitive data in and out
of your organization.
Our solutions can automatically identify the riskiest users within
an organization, based on their behaviors and on how they
use data. This unique approach gathers rich context, including
recording and playback of user activities before, during and
after risky behaviors, giving you the data to take the right
actions to protect your business.

SECURITY FOR CLOUD
Forcepoint’s comprehensive products enable organizations
to safely move their business to the Cloud, taking advantage
of the latest technologies for mobile users and distributed
organizations. We enable your mobile and distributed workforces
to take full advantage of Office 365, web applications and email
without sacrificing the controls and security you need.
Forcepoint enables you to discover confidential data stored
in sanctioned business apps like Box and Salesforce, and to
identify risky unsanctioned apps that users access. We even give
you the ability to protect the Linux server farms running your
applications by detecting potential threats without compromising
the performance of your line-of-business systems.
NETWORK SECURITY
In today’s world, organizations are more decentralized than
ever. From a single console, our next-generation firewall lets
you reliably enforce security policies across your headquarters,
corporate locations, divisions, branches, remote offices and even
home offices. It integrates application control, sophisticated
evasion prevention and an intrusion prevention system (IPS) into
a single, easy-to-deploy solution.
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CONTACT
www.forcepoint.com/contact
Forcepoint™ is a trademark of Forcepoint, LLC. SureView®,
ThreatSeeker® and TRITON® are registered trademarks
of Forcepoint, LLC. Raytheon is a registered trademark of
Raytheon Company. All other trademarks and registered
trademarks are property of their respective owners.
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